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   STAFF REPORT 
 
 

 
Agenda Title:  Public Hearing – Steep Slope Ordinance Amendments 
 
Staff Contact:  Adrienne Isenhower 
 
Meeting Date:  August 15, 2022 
 
Summary:   
Proposed text amendments to Town of Woodfin’s Steep Slope development requirements Section 40-4: 
Definitions and Section 40-5(c): Number and height of buildings and structures.  
 
Background:   
The steep slope ordinance was amended in June of this year with various changes for clarification and 
for compliance with state law.  During the public hearings with both the Planning Board and the Town 
Council, the subject of accessory structure height was discussed at length.  Councilmembers approved 
the proposed text amendment but requested that staff continue to review the ordinance again and 
propose amendments to the accessory structure height, specifically retaining walls. 
 
Staff Analysis:   
Retaining walls, as one type of accessory structure, both create land disturbance but also serve to limit 
land disturbance by eliminating or reducing cut or fill slopes.  As a result, identifying an appropriate 
height is important in balancing development opportunity with goals to limit disturbance on steep 
slopes.  A survey of a number of site plans in steep slope areas revealed that the majority of retaining 
walls were under 12 feet in height and that setting a maximum retaining wall height at 12 feet would be 
adequate for the majority of development plans.  In unique instances where grading extents can be 
mitigated with the use of a taller retaining wall, a board of adjustment variance or a conditional zoning 
application could provide options for exceptions.    As a result of this research, the new amendment 
limits retaining wall height to a 12 ft. maximum.  Additional simplification is proposed to this section by 
referring to height limits for fences and (free-standing) walls that are already established in the zoning 
ordinance (6 ft. in the front yard and 8 ft. in the side/rear yard). 
 
The June amendments also included the addition of a definition for structure to the steep slope 
ordinance for the purpose of differentiating buildings from structures.  It was realized that accessory 
structure is already defined in the zoning ordinance, so it is now recommended that the steep slope 
ordinance definition be removed. 
 
Review by Other Bodies:  
The proposed text amendment was reviewed by the Town of Woodfin Planning Board at their regular 
meeting held on August 2, 2022.  The Planning Board unanimously recommended approval of the 
proposed amendment, 5:0.   
 
Staff Recommendation:  
Staff concurs with the Planning Board and recommends approval of the proposed text amendment.   
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Suggested Motion:  
I move to approve the proposed steep slope text amendments to Chapter 40 of the Town of Woodfin 
Code of Ordinances and find that the request is reasonable, is in the public interest, is consistent with 
the town’s comprehensive plan, and meets the needs of the community in that the proposed 
amendment will: 1) provide greater clarity and predictability in regard to development requirements 
thereby promoting economic development, and 2) advance public health, safety, and welfare by 
ensuring compatible infill development with the surrounding area, and 3) discourage development of 
excessively steep slopes, mitigating risk for erosion and landslides in the Town of Woodfin.  
 
 
Attachments:  

(1) Development code mark-ups 
(2) Planning board consistency statement 
(3) Ordinance 
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Section 1. Purpose. 

The purpose of this section is to regulate development in steep slope areas in order to preserve the 
Town of Woodfin's unique character, conserve the public health, safety and general welfare and to 
promote environmentally sound design and planning in accordance with the following objectives:  

• To protect life and property from all potentially hazardous conditions particular to steep slopes, 
e.g., rock falls, flash flooding, debris flows, mud slides and increased wildfire hazard.  

• To preserve and enhance the scenic and environmental resources of the landscape by 
encouraging the maximum retention of prominent natural topographic features, i.e., drainage 
swales, streams, slopes, ridgelines, rock outcroppings, vistas, natural plant formations, and 
trees. 

• To encourage innovative site and architectural design and planning in order for the 
development to adapt to the natural terrain and be harmonious with the character of the area. 

• To minimize grading and cut and fill operations inconsistent with the retention of the natural 
character of the hillside.  

• To preserve where possible, natural streams, ponds and associated riparian vegetation.  
• To require the retention of trees and other vegetation to stabilize steep hillsides, retain 

moisture, prevent erosion and enhance the natural scenic beauty. 
• To encourage the retention of trees and other vegetation throughout the site instead of just the 

periphery of the development. 
• To encourage minimal grading which relates to the natural contour of the land, thus rounding 

off sharp angles at the top and bottom of cut and fill slopes in a natural manner.  
•  To provide land use densities to promote the best possible development of hillside areas in 

order to retain significant natural features and to preserve slope stability.  
•  To encourage road design that follows the natural topography wherever possible in order to 

minimize grading.  
•  To preserve predominant views from and of the hillside areas in order to retain the sense of 

identity and imagery that the hills and mountains now impart to the Town of Woodfin.  

Section 2. Determining Steep Slope Areas. 
For the purposes of this section, steep slopes are defined as: (1) any lot, parcel, tract or portion thereof, 
that has a natural elevation of 2,200 feet above mean sea level or higher and has an average natural 
slope of 20 percent or greater, or (2) that has a natural elevation of 3,000 feet above mean sea level or 
higher, regardless of slope.   
For the purposes of this ordinance, slope means the average natural slope of an entire parcel.  The 
average natural slope for the parcel shall be calculated using the following formula.   

 
Section 3.  Applicability.   

A. Steep slope standards shall apply to the following: 

S = .0023(I)(L) 
    A 

Where:  
S = Existing grade of parcel in percent 
I = Contour interval of map in feet, with said contour intervals to be five feet or less 
L= Total length of the contour lines within the parcel in feet 
A= Area of the parcel in acres 
0.0023=Product of two constants, one of which converts feet into acres and one of which 
converts a decimal into a percentage 
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1. New building construction and individual lot improvements, including but not limited to drives, 
retaining walls, utilities, and stormwater controls.  

2. Communal infrastructure including, but not limited to, roadways, shared drives, public utilities, 
public facilities, and stormwater controls, when installed in accordance with an approved major 
subdivision plan.  For the purpose of applying this section, approval of a subdivision plat shall not 
constitute approval of a development plan for the individual lots in the subdivision, which shall be 
reviewed under separate applications.  

B. Building elements exempted from steep slope standards shall include: 

1.  Individual septic systems.  
2.  Expansions to existing structures applied for on or before February 15, 2022, that are less than 

500 square feet.  

Section 4. Definitions. 

Artificial slope shall mean any land disturbing activity that modifies an existing slope. 

Building shall mean a structure that is designed or intended for support, enclosure, shelter or protection 
of person, animals or property having a permanent roof and walls.   

Cut slope shall mean the exposed ground surface resulting from excavation of material. 

Development shall mean any man-made change to improved or unimproved real estate, including, but 
not limited to, new buildings and structures, including additions/expansions, mining, dredging, filling, 
grading, paving, excavation, or drilling operations. 

Disturbed areas shall mean any area subject to a land-disturbing activity. 

Downhill sections shall mean areas of the property which fall 10 feet or more in elevation within 50 feet 
of the structure. 

Fill slope shall mean the exposed ground surface resulting from deposition of material. 

Forested areas shall mean an ecosystem supporting a dense growth of trees covering a large area. 

Geotechnical assessment shall mean a comprehensive analysis of soil type(s), composition, and 
characteristics (colluvial, cohesive or expansive, pH, water retention, etc.) conducted pursuant to 
proposed development of a building site. 

Impervious surface shall mean any surface that does not allow water to percolate through, or 
significantly penetrate, for natural absorption by the ground within a twenty-four (24) hour period, 
including but not limited to: rooftops, parking/driving areas finished with asphalt, concrete, or densely 
compacted gravel, patios, or pools. 

Land-disturbing activity shall mean any use of the land by any person in a residential, industrial, 
educational, institutional, or commercial development, highway and road construction, and 
maintenance that results in a change in the natural cover or topography. 

Lot (for the purposes of this ordinance) shall mean a parcel of land occupied or intended for occupancy 
by one or more uses permitted in the Town of Woodfin Zoning Ordinance, including one principal 
building and its accessory building(s), and having its principal frontage upon a dedicated street.  

Planar surface is defined as the combined exterior surface area of all vertical surfaces within a single 
face of the structure. 
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Revegetation shall mean reintroducing native plant species, as defined by the Natural Resource 
Conservation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, into a disturbed area to restore 
native plant communities, mitigate   erosion and landslides, and minimize the expansion of non-native 
invasive plants. 

Slope shall mean the extent to which a landform deviates from the perfectly horizontal as expressed in 
percent, degree or ratio.  To ensure consistent conversion between these separate methods of 
expressing the extent of slope, the following explanatory table is provided as part of this definition.   
 

Degrees Ratio Percent      
V(Rise) 

H(Run) : V(Rise) ▬▬▬▬ x 100 
 
 
 
 

Degrees Horizontal 
Horizontal 

 
45° 1H:1V 100% 
39° 1.25H:1V 80% 
34° 1.5H:1V 67% 
30° 1.75H:1V 57% 
27° 2H:1V 50% 
22° 2.5H:1V 40% 
18° 3H:1V 33% 
14° 4H:1V 25% 
8.5° 6.7H:1V 15% 

 
Structure shall mean a building or object that is constructed from parts.   

Section 5. Steep Slope Development Standards. 

A. Lot size. 

Any new lot created with greater than ten percent of the area considered steep slope as defined in 
Section 2, and which is created after February 15, 2022, shall be a minimum of 1.5 acres.   

These regulations shall not prohibit the development on any lot which was a lot of record on 
February 15, 2022, and which does not meet the lot size requirements of this ordinance, provided 
that all other ordinance requirements are satisfied. 

B. Density.  

No single lot may contain more than two dwelling units.   

C. Number and height of buildings and structures.  

 
Vertical 

H(Run) 
Vertical 
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1. Buildings. No single lot may contain more than two detached buildings, with principal buildings 
not exceeding a height of 35 feet and accessory buildings not exceeding a height of 20 feet.and no 
building may exceed a height of 35 feet.   

2. Accessory structures.  The number of accessory structures, not including buildings, are not limited 
in number however, height shall be limited to no more than 20 feet, except as noted below;  

a. All retaining walls are limited to a maximum height of 12 feet.but no accessory 
structure may exceed a height of 20 feet.   

a.b. Fences and free standing walls shall meet the standards found in Sec. 54-317. 

2.3. Measuring height.   For the purpose of this section, building height is measured by calculating 
the average of the shortest and tallest sides of a building, from the tallest peak of the roof to the 
base of the building at grade.  Structure height shall be measured asfrom the greatest vertical 
distance tallest endfrom the top of the structure to the base of the structure at grade.    

D. Land disturbance and impervious surface standards. 

Land disturbance and impervious surface limits shall apply to all steep slope areas as follows: 

 Land Disturbance Impervious Surface 
Lots less than 2 acres 0.3 acres 0.16 acres 
Lots 2 acres or larger 15 % of the total lot area 8% of the total lot area 

Major Subdivisions 15% of the total lot area 10% of the total lot area 

 

E. Geotechnical assessment. 

A geotechnical assessment prepared by a NC registered professional engineer shall be required for 
lots with existing grade thirty-five percent (35%) or greater to determine the stability of the 
underlying geology and soils to support the proposed development.  The geotechnical analysis report 
shall be required prior to the issuance of a zoning permit. 

F. Screening of buildings and structures. 

1. Applicability.  Screening and revegetation standards apply within steep slope areas for all new 
construction including buildings and structures and additions to buildings and structures, and 
any modification to an existing building exceeding 50 percent of the appraised or tax assessed 
value. 

2. Planting standards.   

a. Calculating the requirement.  The surfaces of the structure which are oriented to the 
downhill sections of the lot must be screened at a ratio of one tree for every 200 square feet 
of planar surface.  Retaining walls visible from public property or public right-of-way shall be 
screened at a ratio of 1 large maturing tree, 1 small maturing tree and 5 shrubs for every 50 
linear feet. 

b. Minimum tree size.  Trees planted must be a minimum of 1.5 inches in diameter measured 
six inches above the root ball.   
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c. Tree Spacing.  Trees must be located no greater than 50 feet from the furthest extending 
portion of the structure (measured perpendicularly) and shall be spaced a minimum of ten 
feet, but no greater than 30 feet, apart.  

d. Tree composition.  Trees must be of varying, native species, as defined by the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, and no 
single species shall comprise more than 50 percent of the trees planted, unless existing Tree 
credit.  Existing trees which are left intact and that appear in good health can be credited 
toward the required plantings. The following credit system will be observed: 

Tree Dimensions Credits 
2.5” to 4” DBH (minimum 8’ tall) 1 tree 
4” to 6” DBH (minimum 15’ tall) 1.5 trees 
6” to 10” DBH (minimum 20’ tall) 2 trees 
10” to 16” DBH (minimum 25’ tall) 2.5 trees 

16” or greater (minimum 30’ tall) 3 trees 

Trees to be credited shall be marked using flagging tape and cordoned off with tree 
protection fencing spaced 1 foot for every 1 inch of tree diameter measured from the edge of 
tree prior to site disturbance in order to ensure their health throughout site development. 

G. Artificial slopes. 

1. Maximum slope standards. Artificial slopes shall not exceed a 1.5:1 cut and 2:1 fill.  Artificial slopes 
may increase to 1:1 cut and 1.5:1 fill with submittal of a geotechnical certification from a North 
Carolina registered professional engineer.  However, if stable exposed rock is the intended result, 
the cut and/or fill slope(s) may be increased upon certification from a North Carolina registered 
professional engineer. 

2. Revegetating artificial slopes.  Artificial slopes shall be remediated through reforestation or 
revegetation to visually integrate disturbed areas into surrounding terrain with the purpose of 
maintaining a natural appearance. Revegetation shall consist of a combination of trees, shrubs and 
groundcover plants native to the area  

H. Maintenance Plan. 

A maintenance plan shall be required for revegetated areas and such plan shall include provisions for 
replacement of dead vegetation when greater than fifty percent (50%) mortality rate occurs.   

I. Preservation of Vegetation. 

All trees and other natural vegetation outside the designated land disturbance area shall be 
preserved in steep slope areas the. Non-native invasive species may be removed. For all 
new development, these preservation areas shall be designated on plans submitted for 
approval. Preservation areas shall be clearly designated during all land disturbing activities 
using protective fencing and shall be inspected prior to the zoning permit being issued.  

Section 6. Zoning Permit Required 

Compliance with the requirements of this Chapter shall be included in the zoning permit 
review.  Site and building plan information necessary to demonstrate compliance with the 
steep slope development standards, along with all other applicable development 
requirements will be required at time of zoning permit application. 
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Section 6. Penalties 

Violations of this Chapter shall be enforced with the standards found in Section 54-41. 
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ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 40 OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES OF THE 
TOWN OF WOODFIN TO AMEND THE STEEP SLOPE ORDINANCE 

 
 

 

Ordinance: 2022-0803 

 

Passed ____________ 
 

WHEREAS, the Town of Woodfin has the authority pursuant to Article 1 of Chapter 160D of the 
North Carolina General Statutes to adopt development regulations; and  

WHEREAS, the Town of Woodfin Board of Commissioners may amend said regulations from time 
to time in the interest of the public health, safety, and welfare; and 

 WHEREAS, the Town initiated a recommendation to amend Chapter 40 of the Code of 
Ordinances, Steep Slope; and 

 WHEREAS, the public hearing for this text amendment has been noticed in compliance with the 
North Carolina General Statutes; and 

 WHEREAS, the Woodfin Planning Board reviewed this text amendment recommendation at its 
August 2, 2022, public meeting and voted 5-0 to find the amendment a reasonable request considering 
the potential benefits to development of the Town of Woodfin and surrounding community; and 

 WHEREAS, the Woodfin Board of Commissioners held the public hearing on August 16, 2022 
and, after hearing such, made the following required findings: 

 The development code text amendment is consistent with the comprehensive plan in the 
following ways: 

a) provides greater clarity and predictability in regard to development requirements 
thereby promoting economic development;   

b) advances public health, safety, and welfare by ensuring compatible infill 
development with the surrounding area; and  

c) mitigates risk for erosion and landslides by discouraging over-development of steep 
slopes. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the Board of Commissioners of the Town of Woodfin, that 
Chapter 40, Steep Slope of the Code of Ordinances is hereby amended as follows: 

 

Section 1:  

https://www.woodfin-nc.gov/
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a. Amend 40-4. Definitions by removing the following definition: 
 
Structure shall mean a building or object that is constructed from parts.   

 
b. Amend 40-5(c) as follows: 

 
(c) Number and height of buildings and structures.   

(1) Buildings. No single lot may contain more than two detached buildings, with principal 
buildings not exceeding a height of 35 feet and accessory buildings not exceeding a 
height of 20 feet. 

(2) Accessory structures.  The number of accessory structures, not including buildings, are 
not limited in number however, height shall be limited to no more than 20 feet, except 
as noted below: 
a. All retaining walls are limited to a maximum height of 12 feet.  Separate walls that 

are stacked or tiered shall be combined for the purposes of this section.   

b. Fences and free-standing walls shall meet the standards found in Sec. 54-317. 

(3) Measuring height.   For the purpose of this section, building height is measured by 
calculating the average of the shortest and tallest sides of a building, from the tallest 
peak of the roof to the base of the building at grade.  Structure height shall be measured 
as the greatest vertical distance from the top of the structure to the base of the 
structure at grade. 

Section 2: If any provisions of this Ordinance are for any reason held invalid or unconstitutional by any 
court of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be deemed a separate, independent provision and 
such holding shall not affect the validity of any other provision thereof, and to that end, the provisions 
of this Ordinance are hereby declared to be severable. 

Section 3: This Ordinance shall be effective on this 16th day of August 2022. 

 
Ayes     
 
Nays     
 
Abstains    

 

 
        ________________________________ 
Attest:        M. Jerry Vehaun, Mayor 

 

________________________ 
Town Clerk  
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